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About Sariba 
- managers and employees achieving more

Sariba AS is an HXM consultancy that makes everyday life 
better and easier for everyone who works in HR.

We guide you through all the steps in the HR process and 
offer you the best solutions the market has to offer.

40 +
Satisfied support customers

40 + 
Successfull projects



Relevance How HR drives change throughout the 
business… 

Authority …with their power fields «Peopleship», 
«Workforce» and «Organizational 
Muscle»…

Analysis & actions … – by deploying capability 
combining people, skills and insights…

Facts …from data captured by their HRIS 
solutions.



The Power Fields –

HR’s platforms for mandate and credibility = Authority

For which aspects of the business may the HR function credibly take a position, 

be the expert, live up to expectations, give direction?

These are the platforms from where HR may drive change: HR’s Power Fields



The Power Fields –

HR’s platforms for mandate and credibility = Authority

I

I, at our company…

I, and what I identify with and 

stand for as an employee at 

our company…

Peopleship

We

…and we as the workforce…

…with our valued experience, 

skills, drive and opportunities for 

development…

Workforce

Together

…collaborate and create results

…collaborate in a purposeful 

structure and safe environment 

in order to achieve objectives 

and create results

Organizational muscle



▪ Go to the source: Your people. Employees, managers, HR 
colleagues.

▪ What’s important to them? What would make their 
employee journey even better? What are their pain points? 

▪ What are they looking for to have a fantastic people 
experience?

▪ Identify the potential and make the connection: How could 
fixing this drive the business forward?

Listen and envision –

Capture signals and interpret business strategy = Relevance

▪ With the authority vested in the power fields of “peopleship”, “workforce” and 
“organizational muscle”, connect the dots and check the capability required to make 
it happen:

▪ Competence, approach, technology, resources 

▪ Make your case!



In the power field Peopleship:

Let your people take the driver’s seat on their 
own employee journey

▪ We have spoken of 
empowerment for 
years as we believe 
in how it drives 
growth and results

▪ We have made 
some steps forward

▪ But our ambitions 
have not been fully 
supported by 
technology and 
procedures



Sariba People Centric with SAP SuccessFactors
The entire employee journey - from before hire to after retire 











In the power field Workforce:

Allow facts to drive the agenda
▪ Don’t ask for more data, start with 

understanding the data you have!

▪ Scrutinize the facts already available in 
reports, as KPIs, as trends, as phenomena 
people talk about

▪ Map processes to truly learn what’s 
happening and why

▪ Know your portfolio of systems and what 
they can tell you

▪ Look for patterns, indications, signals. 

▪ Change the vantage point – outward-in 
– and look again.

▪ Track causes and analyze approaches, 
methods, trends

▪ Define hypotheses and test them



In the power field Workforce:

Study your facts… once more
Example of actual case:

▪ Shift planning: Despite less than full workforce utilization, extra 
resources had to be called in to backfill for sickness leave.

▪ Attention: Regular reading of data from your systems: Statistics 
looking for patterns, indications, signals.

▪ Analysis: Which method of workforce planning is actually in use? 

▪ Map the processes: Work alongside the people doing workforce 
planning.

▪ Discovery: Shifts were planned to make sure all employees were 
utilized evenly.

▪ Hypothesis: What if shifts were concentrated on fewer employees, 
still within a realistic utilization, and the employees with no shifts 
planned could step in as backfill for sickness leave?

▪ Tested: The hypothesis was tested, adjustments were made, a new 
balance found.

▪ Result: The workload could be handled by the regular employees 
with the same sick leave, but no need for extra resources.



In the power field Organizational Muscle:

Deploy your capability for enabling change

▪ You made the case?

▪ Time to make it happen!

▪ Do you have what it takes?

▪ Capability for enabling 
change: 

▪ Competence

▪ Approach

▪ Technology

▪ Resources 



Scope

Context

Impact

Participation

Maneuverability

Vision

Plan

Expectations

Enablement

Reputation

1. Gain insight

2. Take action

In the power field Organizational Muscle:

Enable change – from insight to action



1. Frame the potential change – scope, scale, invasiveness, tempo, flexibility

2. Understand the environment and culture of the diverse venues for change

3. Assess the expected change impact as perceived by key stakeholders

4. Set involvement policy directing user experience mapping and design participation

5. Identify obstacles and facilitators, assess risk and maneuverability, push and pull

6. Articulate a communicative vision that matters

7. Design and initiate an appropriate and dynamic change management plan

8. Manage expectations to meet timeline events

9. Monitor and predict reputation impact and volatility, and exploit or mitigate

10.Prepare and enable users for mastering adoption of the new

In the power field Organizational Muscle:

Enable change



DID YOU KNOW THAT SARIBA DELIVERS

HR ADVISORY,

HR PROCESSES AND

HR SYSTEMS?


